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The deadliest secrets are the ones we keep from ourselves...One year ago, seventeen-year-old

Marayah Freeman nearly died in a tragic car accident that also took the life of her best friend,

Hailey.Memories of the accident plague Marayah, but no one believes they&apos;re real. They say

there was no shadowy figure on the bridge that night. No oil-black tears running down

Hailey&apos;s face. No guy who appeared from a bright light in the forest.Frustrated, Marayah locks

those memories away and tries to focus on the future, but the past keeps pulling her back. A guy

who looks like the stranger from the forest enrolls in her school, and her nightmares are getting

worse. But when she finds a note in her locker, the mystery of the accident becomes more terrifying

than ever. The note is from Hailey."Marayah,If I&apos;m dead--it wasn&apos;t an accident."
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I have been a cannon fan since her first book and have not been disappointed with this author yet.

This book is an awesome read. After a tragic accident that killed her best friend, marayah who is



going home after a year of being in the hospital comes home to find her life forever changed, with

her best friend dead and her boyfriend dumping her (while in the hospital) for another one of her

friends. She can't seem to recall her memories of the tragic night of the accident, but she knows that

something isn't adding up with it all. Marayah is waking from all too real nightmares having drawn

strange symbols in her sleep and to top it off there is a new guy at school that she feels like she's

saw before. All in all this is a gripping suspense with a dash of romance, I definitely recommend this

book.

All I can say is that Sarra has done it again. If there is one thing I can always expect from her it is

quality, and she always delivers. This book was spectacular from beginning to end. Somehow,

Sarra Cannon has mastered the art of the hook; finding that balance between keeping secrets and

creating intrigue at the beginning of a novel is difficult, but I've yet to see her fail.I am an avid fan,

and there's obviously a reason. The twists and turns of the stories she writes, the characters

drawing you in, and the mystery is always intense. Her ongoing Demons series has my attention,

along with the Fairhope books, and the Eternal Sorrows book. Sarra has managed to turn her life of

writing into it's own saga, and as always, I am anxious to find out what will happen next!*I received

an ARC of this book in exchange for an honest review*

It was written by Sarra Cannon so of course, it will be good. Deep dark secrets is officially another

one of my favorite books from her. That lady is a genius. You can't read any of her books and said it

was not good. I do not care what other authors you love if you do not know Sarra's book then you

are missing out. Her shadow demons books are the best in the whole world. I think she should turn

the shadow demons into a movie. It is way too good for books. Deep dark secrets is the bomb while

you are grabbing it you might as well check out the shadow demons series besides the first 3 books

are FREE. You will thank me later, and if you are not interested in buying the rest of the collection

which is pretty cheap, then do not call your self a reader, and I might as well say you do not have

taste.

I received an ARC for an honest review. OMG such a good book. I read the book in the matter of a

day, because I couldn't put it down. I love reading Sarra Cannon's books because she has a way of

writing where you get put into the land that she is writing about. It is so easy to escape reality. This

one deals with some Native American folklore, very interesting. It has romance, and shape shifters!

What more could you need? I can't wait for the next installment to see where the story leads.



Sarra has done it yet again!!! She has an amazing mind and a great way with words. I am always

sucked right into these worlds she builds with these stories and I love it. It is so nice to have an

escape to go to. Sarra thank you for another amazing book. I can't wait for your next book. They

always make me so happy.

I love Sarra Cannon! I have read every one of her books and this was fun fresh take on Paranormal.

Just when you think you know where she is going you don't! Loved this story of Spiritwalkers with a

little bit of romance! Can not wait to read what come next. I received an ARC for an honest review.

Love the story line and the characters. Sadly the book was too short and left so many unanswered

questions. Hopefully sequels won't take long to develop and that the series actually has an ending

unlike some of Sarra`s other stories.

Another wonderful book by Sarra Cannon! I have read everything she has ever written and this is a

wonderful addition! Well done!! Loved it!!
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